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Windows 8 HacksO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Windows 8 is quite different than previous Microsoft operating systems, but it’s still eminently hackable. With this book, you’ll learn how to make a variety of modifications, from speeding up boot time and disabling the Lock screen to hacking native apps and running Windows 8 on a Mac. And that’s just the...
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Windows PowerShell Cookbook: for Windows, Exchange 2007, and MOM V3O'Reilly, 2007

	This Cookbook by Windows PowerShell team developer Lee Holmes provides hundreds of tested scripts that you can use right away to get Microsoft's new tool working for you. More than 150 recipes, combined with a concise task-based introduction to the Windows PowerShell scripting language and environment, make it the perfect look-up guide...
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Anonymizing Health Data: Case Studies and Methods to Get You StartedO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Updated as of August 2014, this practical book will demonstrate proven methods for anonymizing health data to help your organization share meaningful datasets, without exposing patient identity. Leading experts Khaled El Emam and Luk Arbuckle walk you through a risk-based methodology, using case studies from their efforts to...
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HPLC Methods for Recently Approved PharmaceuticalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An indispensable resource for busy researchers
    Your time is valuable—too valuable to spend hunting through the technical literature in search of the right HPLC assay techniques for your projects. With HPLC Methods for Recently Approved Pharmaceuticals, you'll quickly identify and replicate the ideal...
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Ethereum for Architects and DevelopersApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Explore the Ethereum ecosystem step by step with extensive theory, labs, and live use cases. This book takes you through BlockChain concepts; decentralized applications; Ethereum’s architecture; Solidity smart contract programming with examples; and testing, debugging, and deploying smart contracts on...
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Windows XP Power Hound : Teach Yourself New TricksO'Reilly, 2004
Windows XP power-users troll the web, documentation, and  friends for useful tips and tricks--a keyboard shortcut  here, an undocumented double-click there to eliminate  annoyances, save time, and take control of their Windows XP.  There's an easier way.     This insightful and amusing book is packed with hundreds of  power tips, cool tricks, and...
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Learning Perl on Win32 SystemsO'Reilly, 1997
In this smooth, carefully paced course, leading Perl trainers and a  Windows NT practitioner teach you to program in the language that promises  to emerge as the scripting language of choice on NT.  Perl for Win32 is a  language for easily manipulating text, files, user and group profiles,  performance and event logs, and registry entries. Based on...
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SystemVerilog for Verification: A Guide to Learning the Testbench Language FeaturesSpringer, 2012


	This book should be the fi rst one you read to learn the SystemVerilog verifi cation

	language constructs. It describes how the language works and includes many examples

	on how to build a basic coverage-driven, constrained-random, layered testbench

	using Object-Oriented Programming (OOP). The book has many guidelines

	on building...
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Windows XP Registry: A Complete Guide to Customizing and Optimizing Windows XPA-LIST Publishing, 2001
Targeting IT professionals, system administrators, and experienced users moving to the Windows XP platform, this book enables the user to master registry concepts and architecture, provides a historical overview of the registry, and outlines the differences between Windows 9x/ME and Windows NT/2000/XP registries. Special attention is drawn to the...
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Microsoft BizTalk ESB Toolkit 2.1Packt Publishing, 2013

	An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is an architectural pattern and a key enabler in implementing the infrastructure for a service-oriented architecture (SOA). The BizTalk ESB Toolkit is a collection of tools and libraries that extend the BizTalk Server capabilities of supporting a loosely coupled and dynamic messaging architecture. It functions...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Windows XP in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
John guides the reader through the new and unfamiliar Windows interface, while introducing the new features. The book provides information in several formats, all integrated with theory, tutorials, procedures, tips and comprehensive.
Topics range from:* Installation of Windows XP* Whether to upgrade and if so, how to do it* Configuring services...
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Microsoft Windows Vista UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft® Windows® Vista™ Unleashed is a book for people, like you, who don’t consider themselves to be “average users.” It’s a book for anyone who finds that doing things the official way is slower, less efficient, and less powerful because Windows Vista was designed from the ground up to avoid confusing...
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